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Scrapbooks have formed part of our collection here at the Antigonish Heritage Museum from
the very beginning. Each is as individual as its creator. Some feature a lifetime of entries, some
follow an event or a defined period in one’s life. For 100s of years the scrapbook has been a
means of collecting and preserving personal mementoes, clippings, photos, flowers and more.
Always popular are entries on the Royal Family, sports figures and movie stars. This month we
will share excerpts for your perusal.
Florence Sweet (inset) was
known for her hospitality at
Bayberry Inn, located in
Morristown; and earlier at
Crystal Farm. Photos taken
from the one of a series of
albums compiled by Dellie
Sweet, Florence’s sister in
law. Churchill, Chambers
cartoons, and Casket articles
fill her scrapbooks!

Family snaps, stamps and memorable quotes are throughout
the many pages. In this photo we see Dellie’s nephew Cedric
Griffin on a favourite rocking horse!
Cedric b. 1914 was the only child of Rob Roy Griffin and wife
Winnifred Sweet. The Senior Griffin was a former barrister and
served as Mayor of Antigonish. Cedric went on to study medicine
and was for many years a general practitioner here in the Town.

More often it was the women who compiled scrapbooks. In this instance, Lydia McKenna
(1923-2005) of Brierly Brook maintained one throughout her life. It focused quite prominently
on the World War 2 years, when brothers Lyndon, Arthur and Francis served overseas. Includes
lots of life events—weddings, obituaries and more. An interesting article appeared on one
page telling a story of Lydia’s Uncle Joseph.

Heritage Association of Antigonish
Upcoming at the Museum:
Irish ceilidh Thursday March 16th 7:00pm
Sing-a-long to celebrate all things Irish! Mary Beth Carty, vocals, accordion and guitar. As well
performing will be Richard MacIsaac, Guitar and Vocals. Admission $8.00

Genealogy Roundtable Monday March 27th 7:00pm
Local researchers will discuss what has worked for them in discovering roots! We all capture
information in a different way—internet, interview, publications, family papers. Here is an
opportunity to learn, to question and to see what might work for you. Doug MacLellan, Fraser
Dunn and other seasoned genealogists will contribute.
April 2017 - Cape D’or / Parrsboro Settlement with Chris Robbins
Details to follow

Recent Acquisitions:
Newsletters 1986 – 2007 “Privileged Years” donated by Donald Barry
Photograph – Morrison School Hockey donated by Chris Chisholm
Photographs—Various donated by Betty Cameron

New Members
Frank MacInnis, Creignish

Patrons Program
Robert & Andrea Lynch, Beaverton, Oregon
Lois Wells, MA

Williams Point Memorial Park
Trudy & Ian Gillis, Didsbury, AB
Jeremy Gilfoy, Winnipegosis, MB
Ronald Williams, Sydney, NS
Joadie Jurgova, Williams Point
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